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Service Streamers 
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Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
 
Decorations 
 
EMBLEM 



Azure, a Minuteman argent garnished sable below in dexter chief a sword bendwise sinister 
hilted of the last garnished gules, blade entwined by an olive branch both of the second and in 
sinister chief four polestars in bend or; all within a diminished bordure of the like. Attached 
below the disc a blue scroll edged with a narrow yellow border. SIGNIFICANCE: Ultramarine blue 
and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors.  Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air 
Force operations.  Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required of Air Force personnel.  
The stars denote the four missile squadrons supported by the unit and also the space 
environment of the squadron's parent organization. The Minuteman represents the squadron's 
unwavering state of readiness in the execution of its mission. The sword, wrapped in an olive 
branch, symbolizes the focused commitment of squadron personnel to the defense of peace. 
The red color on the hilt of the sword is a reminder that blood has been shed by servicemen 
and women in the defense of our country. (Approved, 12 Feb 1997) 
 
MOTTO 
 
OPERATIONS 
341 Organizational Missile Maintenance Squadron emblem: On a light blue disc edged with a 
narrow black border, a narrow yellow diagonal band bend sinisterwise from which issues a blue 
stylized truck with black wheel above the band and a blue atom in sinister below the band, in 
base a gray cloud formation garnished black, overall a white missile ascending in pale garnished 
black. Attached below the disc a blank yellow scroll edged black. SIGNIFICANCE: The missile is a 
symbol of modern weaponry. The truck is a symbol of maintenance and support provided to all 
aerospace weapon systems. The atom is a representation of the nuclear age and the state of 
technology. The clouds are the theater for the aerospace mission of the Air Force. (Approved, 24 
Feb 1978) 
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